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A. INTRODUCTION

The causes and common means of detecting and mitigating stray current interference effects that
result from direct current sources are reviewed in this chapter. Alternating current, while creating a
potential safety hazard, has not been shown to contribute to any significant corrosion of ferrous
structures.

Stray currents are defined as electrical currents flowing through electrical paths other than the
intended paths. Stray currents, or interference currents, can be classified as being either static or
dynamic.

Static interference currents are those that maintain constant amplitude and constant paths.
Examples of typical sources are railroad signal batteries, high voltage direct current (HVDC) ground
electrodes, and cathodic protection system rectifiers. Dynamic interference currents, on the other
hand, are those that are continually varying in amplitude and/or continually changing their electro-
lytic paths. These currents can be manmade (e.g., dc welding equipment, dc railway systems, chloride
plants, and aluminum plants) or caused by natural phenomena. Natural sources of dynamic stray
currents, called tellurics, are caused by disturbances in the earth's magnetic field resulting from sun spot
activity. Telluric effects may contribute to corrosion [2] and, in addition, can create measurement
difficulties and interfere with the ability to assess cathodic protection system performance.

The lower the resistivity of the soil, the more severe the effects of stray currents may be. If there is
a current flowing in the earth and a potential difference exists between points where a metallic
conductor, such as a pipeline or cable, is located, then the conductor will readily acquire a part of the
current that is flowing. Thus, metallic pipelines and cables can become conductors of stray currents
in the earth environment.

B. DETECTION OF STRAY CURRENTS

Static stray currents on a pipeline can be detected by analyzing pipe-to-soil potentials. The graph in
Figure 1 shows a pipeline with no interference. Figure 2 shows a potential plot for a coated pipeline
with stray current interference. Interference may be suspected if

The voltage curve profile shows abnormal variation from previous survey graphs.
High negative values are noted remote from any cathodic protection system on the surveyed line.

* Adapted with permission from the Appalachian Underground Corrosion Short Course [I].
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FIGURE 1. Potential versus distance plot.

Unusual current flows are measured along the pipeline.

Low negative or positive voltages are measured.

In practice, if the positive shift does not result in a potential less negative than — 0.850 V vs. Cu/
CuSO4 (free of voltage drop, IR, caused by current flow through ohmic resistance), then negligible
corrosion can be expected.
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FIGURE 2. Potential plot with interference; coated pipeline.



Dynamic stray currents are more easily detected than static ones. Dynamic stray currents are
present if the structure-to-soil potential is continually fluctuating while the reference electrode is
kept in a stationary position in contact with the soil. These potential changes result from current
changes at the source of the interference.

C. LOCATING THE SOURCE OF INTERFERENCE

1. Static Interference

The path of current flow in the earth can be tracked to its source by measuring the currents in the
earth, using two identical portable reference electrodes and a high-resistance voltmeter. By
measuring the potential difference between the two electrodes spaced about 8 m (25 ft) apart, as
shown in Figure 3, the direction of current flow can be determined and its path traced. With the
voltmeter connected as shown, positive potential readings would indicate current flow toward the
pipeline. Negative potential readings would indicate that current is flowing away from the pipeline.

If there are test facilities for measuring current flow along the pipeline, a line current survey can
be conducted to determine the areas of current pick-up and discharge. This information can also be
used to track stray currents toward their source.

To confirm the cause of abnormal pipe-to-soil potential readings, the effect of interrupting the
suspected current source on a potential survey along the protected pipeline or structure should be
assessed. If there is no effect on the potential readings of the interfered structure, the search for the
current source must continue until the actual interfering current source is located.

2. Dynamic Stray Currents

After identifying possible sources, such as dc electrical railway systems, mines, or industrial plants,
such as aluminum and chlorine, the current flow should be traced along the interfered structure to its
source. One method is to observe the current flow at intervals along the structure using millivolt drop
test station lead wires to determine the direction of current flow, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Assume that a situation exists where a single source is causing interference problems. A voltmeter
connection, to be used for pipe-to-soil potential measurements, is made between the pipeline
(interfered structure) and a reference electrode within the earth current pattern of the source and its
load. Observing the fluctuating potential readings at this point alone would not enable one to
determine if the readings are being taken at a point where the pipeline is picking up or discharging
current. If measurements are being taken at a point of current pickup, a negative potential swing
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FIGURE 3. Tracing stray current flow.



would be indicated. A positive swing would indicate a decrease of current flow and a condition of the
pipe returning to its steady-state condition. Readings observed at a discharge point swinging in the
positive direction would indicate an increase in current leaving the line and a negative swing would
indicate a decrease in current discharge.

Test locations can be identified as pick-up or discharge points by correlating the open circuit
voltage, between the interfered pipeline and the stray current source, and the pipe-to-soil potential of
the pipeline. A plot of these data is called a beta plot. Figure 5 illustrates a typical experimental setup
to obtain a beta plot. Typical beta plots for a current pick-up area and for a current discharge area are
presented in Figure 6(a and b), respectively.

As the connection shown in Figure 5 indicates, a positive value of E1 occurs when current flows
from the stray current source to the pipeline. Conversely, a negative value of EI indicates a current
flow from the pipeline to the stray current source. The slope of a straight line through the data points
is the value of beta = AZs1XAV8. This type of testing requires that pipe-to-soil potential, Vg, be
measured at two or more locations. Many readings should be taken at these locations simultaneously
and the meters used must be identical, or comparison of the sets of readings will be difficult. In most
cases, a dual channel recorder, such as an X- Y plotter, or a multichannel data logger, is used.

If the points plotted form a vertical line, a neutral curve, there is no influence on Vg by the output
fluctuations of the current source. The point of maximum exposure to stray currents can be
determined from a plot of slopes of beta curves versus distance along the pipeline. The location of
minimum discharge area slope is the location of maximum exposure.

D. MITIGATION OF STRAY CURRENT CORROSION

1. Controlling Stray Currents at the Source

Groundbed site selection can be used to eliminate or greatly reduce stray currents and the potential
gradients that accompany them. Ideally, groundbeds should be installed as far as possible from any
foreign structure in the area, in order to minimize the effects of the electric field from the groundbed.
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FIGURE 4. Determining direction of line current flow.



In transit systems and any of the other systems involving rail returns, the rails should be installed
on well-ballasted road beds or on insulated ties or padding. Similarly, when dealing with equipment,
if isolated positive and negative circuits can be employed, stray current problems will be minimized
because of the high resistance to earth. When welding is done, care should be taken to ensure that the
ground connection and the welding electrode are relatively close together and that the electrical path
between them is of negligible resistance.

2. Static Stray Currents

Mitigation bonds are used to mitigate the effects of stray current corrosion on a structure. The
purpose of the mitigation bond is to eliminate current flow from a metallic structure into the earth by
providing a metallic return path for the current. This drainage bond allows the stray current flowing
from a groundbed to the interfered structure to flow through the structure and back to the protected
structure through the bond. The typical current flow when a drainage bond is installed is shown in
Figure 7. Corrosion will occur only if the current flows from the metal surface into the earth.

In order to size the mitigation bond, the point of maximum current flow between the two affected
structures must be located. Typically, this point is situated near the point of pipeline crossing, where
the circuit resistances are the lowest, but it can be situated some distance away, particularly with
well-coated pipelines at areas of coating failure or damage.

A "trial-and-error" method can be used to determine the correct bond resistance and current for a
solution to static stray currents. A reference cell is placed at the point of maximum stray current
exchange to monitor the potential-to-soil of the interfered structure. With the current source
operating, a series of bonds are placed between the two pipelines. When the potential-to-soil with the
current source operating and the bond installed equals the potential-to-soil with the current source
deactivated (with the bond disconnected), the correct bond resistance is determined. The current flow
through the bond and the resistance of the bond can be measured.

The required bond resistance can also be calculated mathematically, using the following
equation:

E0 + A£//sc
^b = j KI
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FIGURE 5. Typical test setup used to locate point of maximum exposure.



Vg1 (VOLTS)

(a)

FIGURE 6(a). Typical beta curve—pickup area.

Vg2(VOLTS)

(b)

FIGURE 6(b). Typical beta curve—discharge area.
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where

/?b — Resistance of the mitigation bond

RI = Resistance between the structures

E0 = Open circuit potential without the stray current source operating

A£ = Change in open circuit potential caused by stray current source

/sc = Current flow from stray current source

/b — Current in the mitigation bond

3. Dynamic Stray Currents

Once the location of maximum exposure is determined and its slope or beta curve plotted, the size of
the resistance bond can be determined. The required size of the resistance bond is such that its
installation will cause the beta curve at the point of maximum exposure to assume a neutral or pick-
up slope. Figure 8 shows a beta curve at a point of maximum exposure as well as the required
mitigation curve.

In sizing the mitigation bond, a trial-and-error solution may be possible in relatively simple cases
where a single source of stray current is involved. The size of the resistance bond can be determined
by installing temporary variable resistances and determining when stray current corrosion has been
mitigated. The procedure is similar to that described for static stray currents, except that a mitigation
curve, such as that shown in Figure 8, must be obtained.

Where a more complex interference problem exists, which precludes the use of the trial-and-error
method, a mathematical method can be used. In this method, the following equation is used to obtain
the required resistance of the mitigation bond

*=^-ft
where

Rb = Resistance of the mitigation bond

RI = Resistance between the structures

P = Beta slope

AVg = Change in pipe-to-soil potential resulting from application of the bond current, /b
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FIGURE 7. Typical current flow through resistive bond.



Vg (VOLTS)

FIGURE 8. Beta curve—discharge area (mitigation current).

Using values determined experimentally by field measurements, Rb, the resistance of the bond is
calculated. For example, if

AVg//b = 0.00169 V/A

P = 0.017 and

RI = 0.070 Q then

Rb = 0.0294 ft

The bond resistance value, 0.0294 O for this example, can be a simple cable or a combination of
cable and variable or fixed resistors. The bond must also be sized to permit the maximum current to
flow and remain in the current range for the bond. In a dynamic stray current situation, the maximum
current can be calculated once the maximum open circuit voltage between the structures is known.
This value is usually obtained by measuring the peak value over several operating cycles of the stray
current source. For most stray current sources, the typical cycle is 24 h.

For example, if the maximum value of open circuit voltage, ESc is 12.OV, the value of the
maximum stray current through the bond can be calculated as follows:

ESC =4 (*i+*b)
Ib = 120.9 A

In many instances of stray current where traction systems are involved, there may be locations
where drainage bonds are required in areas where reversals of potential could occur. Therefore, it is
often necessary to install an electrolysis (reverse current) switch or silicon diode into the circuit to
prevent current flow from the railroad back onto the pipeline through the bond. The resistance to the
forward flow of current created by these devices must be included in the sizing of the bond.
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4. Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial, or galvanic anodes, may be used to mitigate stray current effects in situations where small
current flows or small voltage gradients exist. In effect, a potential gradient field produced by the
galvanic anode(s) counteracts the interface current, with a resulting net current flow to the interfered
with structure. Because galvanic anodes produce limited voltages, they can overcome only limited
stray current voltages. In addition, resistance of galvanic anodes to ground increases as the anodes
are consumed during their lifetime, leading to reduced current flow from the anode and decreased
voltage gradients. Sacrificial anodes should be sized to provide a sufficient anticipated life span and
should be monitored carefully.

Galvanic anode drains are commonly used in lieu of bonds where small drain currents are
involved.

5. Impressed Current Systems

When the magnitude of stray currents is beyond the ability of galvanic anodes to counteract,
impressed current systems can sometimes be utilized. Impressed current systems have much higher
voltage capacities than galvanic anodes and a greater life per kg of anode material. Built-in control
and monitoring circuits in the impressed current rectifier can be used to adjust the protective current
output based on the voltage-to-earth fluctuations of the interfered with pipeline.

The design of galvanic or impressed current mitigation systems is done by the trial and error
method. Simulated systems are placed in the field and the results measured. Based on the results, a
full-scale system can be designed.
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